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Introduction:

Traditionally viewed in terms of mere philosophical and rhetorical synecdoche

nexuses, e.g. species for genus, part for whole, and vice versa, and homosapiens’ intention,

the concept of connotation has gradually, in the twentieth-century, come to be conceived as a

legitimate object of scientific investigation. Indeed, connotation has so far made striking

breakthroughs, and turned into a common heuristic sphere for several disciplines such as

semiotics, semantics, pragmatics, psychology, and so forth. However, scholars who examined

connotative meanings contented themselves for narrow micro-level, i.e. lexemes and

expressions level.

Furthermore, most of connotation’s literature focuses on description and

classification of connotemes, e.g. Catherine Kerbrat-Orecchioni (1977, 1980, 1986) 

connotation’s taxonomy is highly important, but not the only possible conception within the

Textual World  ergo, we have tried to devise up the domain of connotation above words and

expressions level, i.e. connotation as a Macro-System in which intervenes a large range of

systemic settings. Moreover, we have widened our heuristic scope towards cognitivism,

mental processes involved in understanding and discerning connotative meanings within

source-text (ST) discourse. Indeed, Marianne Lederer (2006 : 35) claims:

« La compréhension  est le produit conjoint de deux sources d’information travaillant

en commun, le texte et les structures cognitives ».

(Lederer, 2006: 35)

‘Understanding is a common result of two information sources in confluence, text and

cognitive structures’

(Our translation).
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While reading on phenomenon of connotation, we kept reflecting on its various

intricacies, and thus, as a translator, we have come up with a quintessential problem about it:

Why is it crucial to pay great attention to connotative meanings when translating?  This has

led us to set forward the following hypothesizes:

1- Connotative meanings contribute in outlining the Universe of Discourse.

2- Connotative meanings determine the Vouloir-Dire of the text.

3- Connotative meanings reveal the Author’s IQ.

In addition to epistemic reason aforementioned, i.e. examination of connotation on a

micro-level, our object of study has been motivated by two further reasons:

Alethic reason, i.e. connotation may be seen as a logical possibility in translation studies, and

boulomaic reason, i.e. personal interest in cognitive sciences. By entailment, our paper’s

skopos consists in:

Firstly, providing translators with a set of pre-emptive tools that may enable them to get over

connotation understanding-related problems inimical to translation process. Secondly, proving

that connotation is an Inference Phenomenon, and thus a Cognitive Concept. All this has

brought us to ask a series of questions: What are the cardinal hindrances to translation of

connotative meanings?

In a macro-connotative text, are the Interpretative Model and the Polysystem Theory

felicitous? To what extent is connotation a logico-cognitive concept?

The organization followed in this paper is a bottom-up rather than a top-down one.

Indeed, we have divided our work into two chapters: in chapter one “Towards New

Conception of Connotation”, we will be defining Connotation (1.2) from a diachronic point of

view, and sorting out its various characteristics. Then, we will be explaining our conception of

Macro-Connotation (1.3) as well as the way it operates by means of a diagram. In the third

section (1.4), we will be discerning the corpus from a socio-cultural and historical
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perspective. In the fourth section (1.5), we will be proposing an English translation for the

Arabic corpus so as to spot the main understanding hindrances imposed by a macro-

connotative text. The chapter two “Cardinal Hindrances Encountered” has been devoted to

the main hindrances a translator may be faced with during the translation process of a macro-

connotative text. In the first section (2.2), we will be handling two levels of hindrances, i.e.

interpretative and systemic hindrances. In section two (2.3) we will be highlighting the

Interpretative Model and the Polysystem Theory as felicitous pre-emptive tools.

A general conclusion will sum up answers for all afore-araised epistemic concerns, it

will also highlight Macro-Connotation as an epitome of connexionist trend (neuro-networks),

and, modus pollens, expand it towards neuro-sciences.

Having emerged onto the world of Translation Studies, our paper did not materialize

out of the blue, it is a natural result of thorough reading of key connotation works such as La

Connotation (Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 1977) and L’implicite (Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 1986).

Furthermore, it has been endorsed by of Mohammed Mohammed Yonnes

Ali (2007). In addition to that, our paper has been based on Marianne Lederer’s book : La

Traduction Aujourd’hui, le modèle interpretatif (2006), as well as on Itamar Ivan Zohar’s

Polysystem Theory (2005).

However, our heuristic investigation on connotation as a macro-system has not been

devoid of impediments. In fact, our paper has been in deep water, for it handles a novel

conception of connotation, which makes it seem unusual to many translation scholars.
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Chapter One:

Towards New Conception of Connotation
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Chapter One: Towards New Conception of Connotation

1.1. Introduction:

This chapter takes its raison d’etre from a Darwinist principal, the Evolution. In fact,

it is seeking at highlighting and hailing connotation as an evolutionist concept which has gone

through various diachronic phases, from its embryonic stage till a best evoluted status. In

order to ensure this diachronic reasoning, we have seen it fit to divide the chapter into four

sections. In section one (1.2), we have analyzed the Latin scholastic etymological roots of

connotation, its religious semantisms within the Christian beliefs, and, as a third evolutionist

step, we have defined connotation according to the Western’s mainstream conception of

connotation, e.g. Catherine Kerbrat-Orecchioni, and thus, sorted out its twentieth century’s

aspektra. In section two (1.3), we have enlarged our scope towards what we consider as

connotation’s last evolusionist phase, Macro-Connotation as a polysystem. In section three

(1.4), we have strived to define the socio-cultural and historical settings of the corpus. In

section four (1.5), we have put Macro-Connotation to the test by proposing an English

translation, so as we will be able to spot the different understanding hindrances. Our first

chapter is concluded (1.6) by a range of epistemic results.

1.2. What is connotation?

According to Patrick Bacry (2002), the word connotation takes its etymological roots

from scholastic latin connotare, from cum ‘with’ and notare ‘mark’. From the diachronic

perspective, connotation has, until now, gone through a double - station time line. The initial

phase can be coined as in vitro connotation, i.e connotation at its embryonic genesis. In this

initial stage, which has started since the twelfth century, connotation is by far conceived as a
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religious notion. In fact, one can read in Sylvain Auroux’ Philosophical Encyclopedia (1990:

424):

« En réalité, la notion de connotation était formée dés le XII siècle, et d’usage courant chez

les théologiens (André Sunesen, Etienne),tout particulièrement dans le domaine de la

sémantique trinitaire »

(Sylvain Auroux, 1990: 424).

‘Actually, the notion of connotation was reflected on since twelfth century, and was used by

theologians such as André Sunesen and Etienne, Especially in terms of Trinity semantics’

(Our Translation).

The theological notion of connotation operates on an associative basis, i.e. the mention of

one Trinity’s hypostasis correlatively evokes the other hypostases.

Theology- bound connotation can be explained from an evolutionist point of view: Man was

still superstitious, and the Clergy superintended the Canonic Law. Nowadays, this concept of

connotation is totally superannuated inasmuch as Man has become more rational. From what

precedes, it turns out that the theological conception of connotation is widely linked to philo-

rhetoric synecdoche.
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The Trinity’s connotation can be visually represented as follows:

The hypostasis ‘The Father’ evokes the rest of hypostases: The Son and The Holy Spirit.

The Father

The Holy Spirit The Son

Connexionist link Connexionist link
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The hypostasis ‘The Son’ evokes the rest of hypostases: The Father and The Holy Spirit.

The Father

The Holy Spirit The Son

Connexionist link Connexionist link
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The hypostasis ‘The Holy Spirit’ evokes the rest of hypostases: The Father and The Son.

The Father

The Holy Spirit The Son

Connexionist link Connexionist link
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The next evolutionist benchmark of connotation took place last century, during

which connotation was approached beyond the traditional synecdoche nexuses.

In order to discern this stage, and hence ensure our heuristic coherence, we consider ourselves

appropriate to mention a sufficient range of quotations.

Consider the following twentieth century’s micro-static definitions of connotation:

In Cambridge_ International Dictionary of English (1995: 289), connotation has been

defined as:

“a feeling or idea that is suggested by particular word although not necessarily a part of the

word’s meaning or something suggested by an object or situation. The word “Lady” has

connotations of refinement and excessive feminity that some women find offensive”

(Cambridge_ International Dictionary of English, 1995: 289).

Further, in his Encyclopedic Dictionary of Language and Languages, David Crystal

(1992:80) conceives connotation as follows:

‘the personal associations which are suggested by words, and which thus from part of their

meaning, for individual speakers (..) A contrast is drown with denotation, which is the

relationship between words and the entities in the world to which they refer. The denotation is

essentially the dictionary meaning of the word, the thought information about the most widely

shared connotation is usually given in dictionaries (David crystal, 1992: 80)

In the eyes of Kerbrat- Orecchioni (1977: 18):

« On parle de connotation lorsqu’on constate l’apparition de valeurs sémantique ayant un

statut spécial, parce que leur nature même est spécifique : les informations qu’elles

fournissent portent sur autre chose que les références du discours (…) ces valeurs sont

suggérées plus que véritablement assertées, et secondaires par rapport aux contenus

dénotatifs auxquels elles sont subordonnées»

(Catherine_ Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 1977 :18).
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‘There is connotation when we notice an apparition of semantic values with special status,

because their nature in itself is specific : the information they disseminate stand for something

else rather than for the reference of discourse (…) these values are more suggested than

really asserted, moreover they are secondary in relation to denotative contents to which they

are subordinate’

( Our Translation).

She (ibid: 6) adds that connotation is :

« Cet ensemble de facteurs émotifs et subjectifs insaisissable qui accompagnent la

dénotation  » (ibid: 6).

"A set of elusive emotional and subjective factors that go with denotation''

(Our Translation).

Moreover, Touat Kahina (2012:34), a translation scholar, puts forward the following

definition:

أن اإلیحاءات تتمثل في كافة المعاني والقیم التي تحملھا لفظة معینة، فضال ...یتبین لنا «

».عن داللتھا الذاتیة المتفق علیھا من قبل الجماعة اللغویة

).34:2012توات كھینة، ( 

‘It turns out that connotations refer to all significations and values of a particular word in

addition to its conventional subjective signification’

(Our Translation).

In addition to that, some scholars loosely define connotation; for Geoffrey Leach

(1981) connotation is ‘meanings of meaning’. In the eyes of Paul Ricoeur (2003),

‘connotation is the spiritual or the diverted meaning’. Bloomfield (1935) distinguishes

between “normal or central meaning VS metaphoric or transferred meaning”.
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Based on the above definitions, we can now draw the main aspektra of the twentieth

century’s connotation literature:

- Connotative meanings are always conceived in contrast with denotative meanings.

- Connotative meanings are suggested meanings, not asserted ones.

- Connotation is a plural concept.

- Connotation is elusive.

- Connotation has always been examined from a micro-level (words and expressions)

not further.

- Connotation includes several parameters (e.g. emotional subjective, spiritual,

metaphoric, etc).

- Connotation has so far been handled on basis of atomistic taxonomy, e.g. La

Connotation (Orecchioni, 1977).

Yet, when reflecting on connotation, we felt the need to a new conception and a new way of

approach, and thus we are suggesting, on an epistemic point of view, to examine connotation,

not on a micro-static level but on a macro- dynamic level, and from a cognitive scope. In

consequence, we are coining a new term ‘Macro-Connotation’.
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1.3. Macro-Connotation’s Modus operandi:

In a macro- connotative text, a stretch of language is not autonomous; it does not

exist for its own sake but as a connotative titus1 within a macro-system. In case the

connotative contralto is interrupted by an odd titus (non-connotative titus), the macro-

connotation is not compromised, it stands thanks to spare sub-systems it incorporates.

Furthermore, each connotative titus is a premise that flows along an inference logic.

Disconnotativization2 of both tituses and sub-systems brings about the collapse of the macro-

inferential logic, and hence the Macro-Connotation.

1. A word borrowed from Marianne Lederer’s terminology. It stands for a stretch of
language.

2 - To disconnotativise a macro-connotation means to interrupt the dynamic flow of
connotemes.
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The following is a diagram representing the nexus of tituses and sub-systems within Macro-

Connotation:

C.T

C.T

Macro-Connotation

However, a Macro-
Connotation is a smart

system.it has recourse to
sub-systems in order to

ensure its survival.
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1.4. Definition of the Corpus in Light of Socio-Cultural and Historical Context :

Our selected corpus has been written by Ibrahim Sadi, who has been teaching in Tizi

Ouzou University since 1982. He has also taught Arabic and arab literature till 2008, he then

moved to the Department of Philosophy 2009-2010, he has contributed in literary criticism he

walk as journalist and translated Mohammed Dib’s novel africain summer into Arabic.

Among his key books: (فتاوى زمن الموت، المرفوضون). Our corpus is a narrative text. It

recounts a series of out-of –Universe of Discourse events, the only reconnoitered point of

reference is the release event, the protagonist’s death

)3: 2010سعدي، إبراھیم" (األعظم مات " .Indeed, this release event enables us to devise up the

alethic plot of events from a double point of view: precedence and subsequency: In his

lifetime, Lazhar Klook, the protagonist, was a revolutionary and a member of his country’s

Revolution Command.

After the Independence of his country, Lazhar Klook acceded to power and turned

into despot: he unfairly and cruelly treated his people and progeny, for instance, he executed

his opponents and his oldest son, Al Mohanned, moreover, he attached to power although he

had been seriously ill and very ageing. His death triggered a range of events: his country sank

into melancholy and gloom.

His youngest son, Abd Al Ghafour succeeded him and set off looking for his mother

Kawther, who had been hiding for several years. Further, a journalist, who stands for narrator

in our corpus, is reporting all these events and more through an investigation that has led him

to one of Lazhar Klook’s former friends, and through his vast knowledge of the country’s

History. These entire events are depicted by Ibrahim Sadi within a particular socio-cultural

and historical framework which is devoid of any praxeogenic deixis, here intervenes macro-

connotation as a logical-inferential process and a connexionist trend so as to allow discern the

Universe of Discourse being connotated along the corpus for many reasons. All this will be
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explained with more details as we move on. Indeed, the author has made his characters, e.g.

Abd Al Baki Bakour, Stourra, Issa Bouzou, etc., move in a particular arabo- islamic sphere

during a given historical periode.

Furthermore, he has estimated himself appropriate to connote the socio-cultural and

historical settings through collocational ranges that stand for characters’ social status,

ideologies and religious beliefs, as well as the historical era in which they hold dialectic

relationships. Our corpus’ socio-cultural and historical context can be represented as follows:

The Social Setting of the Corpus

1. Collocational Range Standing for Characters’ Social Status

، )7: ن.م(الحكومات والمنظمات الدولیة، رؤساء )4: 2010إبراھیم سعدي، (ُملوٌك

. إلخ، )14: ن.م(، القائد األعلى لقوات الثورة)12: ن.م(القائد األعظم

2. Collocational Range Standing for political system :

. )8: م ن(دستور البالد،)6: م ن(، الحكم المطلق)3: م ن(الّدولة

The Cultural Setting

In his e- Cobuild Advanced Dictionary of English, Collins (2009) defines the term of

culture as follows: A culture is a particular society or civilization, especially considered in

relation to its beliefs, way of life, or art. (Collins, 2009).

Partick Bacry (2002:410) provides us with the following conception: Culture n.f. (lat.

cultura; v. cultiver).- 4. Ensemble  des structures sociales, religieuses, etc., des

manifestations intellectuelles, artistiques, etc., qui caractérisent une société, la culture inca

(syn. Civilisation).

(Patrick Bacry, 2002: 410).

Moreover, for Dirk Delabastita (2006), culture consists in language, history and literature,
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which are widespread barriers, and hinder communication considerably.

Based on the afore definitions, we can argue that our corpus’ cultural setting is mainly

religious, and appears through a large collocational range :

) 7:ن.م(آیات بینات من القرآن العظیم

)15:ن.م(حفظ ستین حزبا)  14:ن.م(رحمة اهللا

In addition to religious collocational range, the proper nouns constitute  a collocational

range standing for a particular Arab area :

. ، إلخ)18: ن.م(،  عیسى بوزو)8: ن.م(، عبد الغفور)3: ن.م(زاھر النوري

The Historical setting

The corpus’ historical setting is deeply connotated, it demands from the translator huge

cognitive effort, consider the following utterances:

ور أربع سنوات على اندالع لقد التقطھا بدورھا في الجبل أثناء تحقیق صحفي بمناسبة مر

العسكرّينیة مرتدیة بدورھا للزيبجانبھ ممرضة جمیلة اسمھا مو) 12: ن.م(الثورة

نفوره من السیاسیین الذین كانوا یمثلون الثورة ) 17:ن.م(عبر الغابات والجبال)13:ن.م(

)16:ن.م(في الخارج، بالقرب من الحدود الشرقیة
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1.5. A Translation of The Corpus into English

Before putting our new conception of connotation to the test through a translation of the

corpus into English, we strongly stress on the importance of translational act within

Translational Studies. In fact, Gina Abu Fadel (2006:95) devises up translation process and

theories as an indissociable and complementary whole, she argues as follows:

«Planer très haut dans les sphères de la théorisation sans que ceci ait des retombées

tangibles sur la pratique, c’est tenir un discours inutile, et toute chose inutile finit par tomber

en désuétude. C’est seulement dans un va-et-vient constant  entre théorie  et pratique que

nous arriverons à consolider la traductologie et à former de meilleurs traducteurs ».

(Gina AbouFadel, 2006:95)

‘Gliding high in spheres of theories without any sensible results in practice, is a useless

thinking, and everything useless becomes obsolete. A permanent to-ings and for-ings between

theories and practice is the only way to consolidate Translation Studies and better train

translators’

(Our Translation)

Based on Gina Abou Fadel’s quotation, we argue that our theorization of Macro-

Connotation as a system in which intersects a range of connotative sub-systems remains

“effete” if not strengthened by practice. Thus, we emphasize on the importance of practice in

translation studies, and propose an English translation for the corpus, this will enable us

perceive the dynamic interrelationships between the various connotative sub-systems within a

macro-connotative text. Further, practice will allow us to follow a complex cognitive process

initially based on two mental operations: Understanding and Reformulating.
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Now, we set off on our translation journey.
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The Great
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I

THE GREAT has died. Eventually. Although he had been profoundly comatose for

months, and mercilessly diseased, and very ageing, people, however, kept expecting his

recovery more than his death. Indeed, he had constantly got over various illnesses that came

on during his youthful years, in which it was said that his end was getting impending.

Furthermore, THE GREAT has permanently survived several murder attempts during his long

bloody life. Thus, people have believed his end would never arrive, that is because, this time

again, they have been fully certain he was triumphantly resisting his fate with a standing hope,

and he would undoubtedly return back from his coma and recover, all the more since the State

had resorted, for the sake of his recovery, every possible means, something that it would not

do even if the entire country were jeopardized by mass extinction. Zahir Al Nouri, the

country’s largest hospital, had been cleaned off all patients. THE GREAT had been

undergoing treatment, there. Security measures had been taken all around the hospital, and a

large “No entry” sing had been hung up to its main entrance, whereas the other means of

access had been kept under surveillance, none could get in. Zahir Al Nouri turned into the

world’s largest medical center after the world’s most well-known specialists had rushed in by

private planes from the four corners of the globe. They were accommodated in the most

palatial mansions, which had so far been devoted only to the country’s outstanding guests:

monarchs and presidents. Moreover, complex medical apparatuses had been fetched, some of

which were state-of-the-art, and resorted at the disposal of the country’s leader, but just by

way of borrowing for the devices were novel, scarce and important. Nevertheless, the world’s

most famous physicians could not penetrate the quintessence of the disease from which THE

GREAT had been suffering, they ended up perplexed, unable, and out of the fait with the

strange illness which had been mercilessly eating into his body. THE GREAT’s medical

condition had been shrouded in strict secracy, as usual. Yet, rumours had, once again,
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overcome the rigour and acuracy of Al Manara’s security service. Again, none could figure

out how those rumours got to people. Ageing, THE GREAT had lost confidence and refrained

from receiving visitors whoever important or kin to min were, including his wives and

progeny. The physicians, who were of good omen and ethics-abiding, realized the rumours

were highly-sensitive to the case they were on .All the more, THE GREAT, before falling into

coma, did not miss ordering them to keep deadly silent about his illness, hence, the doctors

did not discuss his medical condition with anyone except with the vice-president, the

country’s highest authority, beneath his father. They refused to discuss THE GREAT’S

condition with the other high officials, who kept putting pressure on doctors, so that they can

make themselves ready to any unexpected event, and thus, start if necessary taking the

requisite maneuvers in order to insure their own future. They did not express it, they kept

repeating to the foreign doctors that Al Manara was in its rights to know its coming future,

and prepare right now to face its destiny. Yet, there was no doubt the specialists were being

bugged, either in Zahir Al Nouri or in the luxurious mansions put under their disposal. So,

once again, it did not take much time and people realized that THE GREAT was suffering

from an odd disease which perplexed the world’s physicians, yet, they remained on a standing

hope he would recover, because that could mean his illness was not lethal, however, some

were skeptical about the soundness of that hope, arguing it aimed at spreading quietness, and

averting instability in the country. Hence, when the physicians eventually succeeded in

bringing THE GREAT out of his coma, that aroused no surprise among people, actually.

However, the perplexing was his question, then: ‘Where is Al Mohanned? I want to talk to

him right now’. Because ten years had passed since THE GREAT executed Al Mohanned, his

oldest son.

The doctors stood puzzled by THE GREAT’S disease until they got in touch with a

well known Canadian specialist, originated from Finland. All the same, the Canadian
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physician was fetched in a private plane. Having carried out examinations, he told his

colleagues that THE GREAT was suffering from a very rare and incurable disease. Then,

having communicated to the vice-president that his father’s death was inescapable, he

decided, the next day, to return home, arguing that he could do nothing. He was honest, and

did not accept his large fees, doing nothing except waiting, in his palatial mansion, for the

certain death of a venerable patient he came for from distant country in order to treat him. A

week after the Canadian doctor had returned home, by the same private plane, THE GREAT

died.

During its leader’s disease, the country was gloom and shrouded in mystery and

anxiety. Indeed, the country’s sky was covered by dark clouds spreading a feeling of faintness

and despair. Moreover, a kind of early bereavement disseminated in the air, and could not be

alleviated despite the general and odd feeling that THE GREAT was omnipotent,

superhuman. On the contrary, it increased the impact of the death announcement. The entire

country felt they were heading towards the unknown, void and totally fatherless. That was

odd in last resort. For long years, fear was the only feeling Al Manara had shown for its

GREAT leader. Why then Al Manara was in such, unexpressed and general sadness? Why did

it feel fatherless, a hard, tough, frightening father? Is that because THE GREAT was the only

president Al Manara has known since its independence, forty years ago? Or because of the

son’s personality, it is said he can be everything, except a leader for the country?

The death news has spread in Al Manara long hours before it was solemnly on

television and on the airwaves, by the one who became now the country’s highest authority,

Abd Al Ghafour, the youngest son of the deceased leader. Wearing dark glasses. Abu Al

Ghafour imparted to the people the death of his father, reading a sheet of paper he hold it in

his hands. None appeared with him on screen except his father’s photograph hung up behind

him, it depicted a young, self confident, clam man with a mysterious smile. Abd Al Ghafour
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announced one year bereavement to the memory of his father, and called for endurance,

quietness and unity. In fact, it was tough for Abd Al Ghafour or to someone else in that

moment to have a profile of a leader. Not necessarly because he was obviously young, had

peaceful features, and had with his father, that is because none could, after forty years of

absolute power, see someone else in that office except THE GREAT. Thus, Abd Al Ghafour

will have to wait for many years so that the spectre of his father disappears from that office,

so as people can see him eventually as a new leader, if he continues ruling. Long hours had

passed before the father’s death was announced.

However, the State-depending television and radio channels had broadcast, since the

death news, Clear Verses from the Holy Quran, and, of course, the Al Manara’s people

grasped the point. So, when the son appeared on screen, Quranic Recital was interspersed by

elegies and documentaries hailing THE GREAT‘S history and achievements, as well as by

consolidation epistles declaimed in full, sent from monarchs, presidents, prime ministers,

international organizations, and local civil associations. After that, the state channels

broadcast footage of foreign delegation often represented by the highest Authority in their

respective countries, who came to take part in the funeral, then, one could see them standing

in a long file to take a final look at the dead body. Lastly, occurred the biggest event:

inhumation of The GREAT’S body on a day in which Al Manara seemingly took to streets to

bid him farewell. That day, pavements were serried with people along the funeral procession’s

itinerary, from the State palace till the legendary tomb THE GREAT ordered to erect for his

own sake, where he used to go in his last days to meditate at his last resting place, and pray

two rakaats1 in a luxurious mosque where none except him prayed. The mosque overlooks his

empty marble sepulcher, located in the middle of a shining tiled place with three entrances,

and surrounded by a garden with streams in which the birds twitter during the four seasons.

1. In islam, a rakaa is a stage of prayer, in which the Muslim bens down.
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However, day that, THE GREAT was heading towards his tomb to rest there forever. He was

carried in a coffin covered with Al Manara’s flag, and surrounded by two parallel rows of

fully armed republican guard men, in disposal order, on a prestigious luxurious convertible,

going at the slowest speed, amid wailing, screaming, fainting and shoving, which was in

many cases about to occasion the collapse of the security fence stretching along the hearse

itinerary covered by the convertible in tree hours instead of the usual quarter of an hour. The

rest of streets and routes were, on that gloomy day, completely out of traffic, no cars, no

people, no shops open, they were shrouded in silence and meditation. At that time the State

dependent radio and television talked only about THE GREAT’S death, they broadcast

neither world news nor further news about Abd Al Ghafour’s first decision :To look for his

mother. The day after the funeral, he summoned the Head of Intelligence to the State palace,

and received him in a different office from that left by his father, in the meantime of official

appointment by the parliament, according to the country’s Constitution. In that morning, he

had the first comforting news since he had taken office as vice-president: Kawwther, his

mother was still alive. Without waiting, he left his chair, and surprised the Head of

Intelligence by ordering him to accompany him right now to where his mother had been

hiding for years. The Head of Intelligence got terribly pale, for he had never tampled

“Shenshen”, a secret jail, in which, as it is said, death whatever terrible, is better than any

other sufferance. In order to gain time and perhaps to make sure his visit was shrouded into

secrecy, the country’s new leader saw it fit to fly to “Shenshen” by helicopter. During the

flight, The Head of Intelligence had been pale, and did not stop repeating that his services had

just executed the orders. He was terrified, which made Abd Al Ghafour anxious.  The young

new leader was expecting everything except that the jail was undergrounds. Accompanied by

the jail director, he ad infinitum went down grey spiral iron stairs. He could hear nothing

except their steps. There was no nose revealing the presence of the inhuminated creatures
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there. Were they the sole livings, finally? Nevertheless, the atmosphere was shed by some

mysterious, strange and harrowing presence, that was neither human nor inhuman, neither life

nor death. Whenever they got down a floor, Al Manara’s new leader figured out he had not

arrived yet. Each time, he just uttered: ‘Have we arrived yet’, to which the jail director

stammered incomprehensibly, knowing that his future was getting dark. Hence, the heavy

keys he carried in his hand, as a mere jailer, turned then into cumbersome ones. He was

terribly sweating. On arriving at the end of stairs, the young leader turned terribly puzzled and

pale. The jail director did feel his overwhelmingly smashing look. Even when he turned on his

torch, the place remained meaningless. It was closed, narrow, leading to nowhere. Eventually,

the director struggled with the keys in order to open some door, which was not different from

the walls surrounding it: it had the same unclear and pale colour. Finally opened, some

creature appeared. It was laid on the ground, human like, a kind of skin and bones pile,

between death and life. It still had possible eyes, white dropped hair. It was covered by dirty

threadbare sheet. Low-roofed, the place released, and so did perhaps the harrowing creature

junked inside, such a disgusting smell that the Head of Intelligence was obliged to stand at

two steps far from that hovel the leader stood motionless for along moment. He was

incredibly shocked.

Before getting into that hovel, he bent down towards the silent bones pile which was

still hinging to life. He lifted it in his arms, and left the place, bending down his back so as not

to hit the roof. Seeing the leader getting out of that hovel, carrying his mother, the rest of his

mother instead, in his arms, the jail director once again stammered incomprehensibly, he

wanted to say he would call warders to carry that human wreck. However, the new leader kept

on walking, head up, still under shock, carrying his mother Kawther in his arms, and heading

towards the iron stairs leading to light.
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II

Gazing at himself on the photograph, the ageing opponent silently shook his head,

poker faced. He hardly identified himself with that smiling young warrior with a uniform and

a peaked cap, on that sepia photograph taken for us, nearly fifty years ago in one of the

djebel1 camps, during the revolution. One could think the same about me, in fact, I am not a

young anymore, for long years.

The ageing opponent had already been told about me and my wish to meet him, by

one of my newspaper colleague, who is also one of his friends. My colleague also shows

interest in his arab-oil   producer country’s affairs, and is one of the ageing opponent’s

companion during the revolution, just like me, undergoing the same despair and bitterness

after our old revolutionary dreams had been reduced to mere ashes. I got pleased when he told

me he had read most of my books about his country and appreciated my objectivity and my

vast knowledge, as he said, about Al Manara’s affairs, as well as my attachment to Al

Manara.

The photograph that seemingly took up the ageing opponent’s full attention

represented the members of the Revolution Command with slightly heterogenous uniforms,

and armless. Actually, I take great pride of that photograph, because I could not find one

encompassing the entire Revolution’s historical and military leaders. I took it also in

mountains during a press investigation on four years after the revolution outbreak. The

Revolution’s Leaders stood in one row.

At that time, nothing made Lazhar Klook, or the commandant Lazhar special except

perhaps a tiny beard that covered his chin, and which was later shaved off when he was, once,

1. It is an  Arabic word for mountain. It is a connoteme of resistance.
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as we say, told that it made him look like a very old man. He then substituted it by a dark

moustache which made people nicknam him ’Abou Sharib1’.

Actually ’Abou Sharib’ made him, after the independence more popular than his

official title that time, namely ‘THE GREAT leader’  He stood still amid the group. On his

right, stood Imane Zoukoura, the poet or poet commander, a name which hung to him, for he

used to be as good in devising up military actions as in making both popular and formal

poems, as well as in sculpture. However, Imane Zoukoura was especially known as the writer

of ‘ Fidaka ya baladi’ ( Selflessly For My County), Al Manara’s national anthem. Next to

him, stood Issa Bouzou, a former student and the sole bearded amid the group. He was in

charge of the Revolution’s Intelligence. Far in right, stood Abou Al Bakour, who was tall with

thin face, body and moustache. He wore dark glasses and a hat. He was the most popular one.

He used to share the ordinary revolutionaries their food and pray and joke with them

occasionally. He stood far right, at the end of the row, not in the middle, according to his

status as a general leader for the Revolution’s forces. He was known for being humble. On his

left, stood Lamine Sherif, both of them separated by four companions: Hamdane Lagha, the

most famous one in the group actually. He used to be a long distance runner, a marathon

athlete.

According to many, he could become a great champion in athletism, if he did not

prefer to join the Revolution rather than running under the standard of the occupying force.

On that photograph, one of his gloryful legs was in a cast, armpit and hand leaned on a

support, next to him, stood a beautiful nurse, Mounia, in uniform too, she had looked after

him when he got injured after a bomb blast. Then, there is Haytham Mimiche“Al Aradj2”, a

nickname given by his rivals and enemies, especially after the independence, for he was

1. In Arabic, Abou means the man with…, Sharib is an Arabic word for Moustache,
literally : the man with a moustache.

2. In Arabic, « Al Aradj » means the lame.
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slightly lame in his left leg. Next to him, stood the major Nour Aldin Stourra, who learnt

Quran by heart, but in the same time was unable to pronounce a single sentence devoid of

vulgarity, as far as people knew about him. Gazing at the ageing opponent, whose eyes were

still silently monopolized by the picture, I felt he was meditating his former companions one

after another, winding on fifty years, or maybe more, of his country’s history. I wished I could

know at that moment per sei what he was scrolling. Obviously, his bottom was snowed under

a great deal of events, sacrifices and disappointments. Having a bit long explained what I was

expecting from him, he suggested we avoided working in Q & A, and I left him winding, as

much as possible, talking about THE GREAT without any instructions. I agreed on without

hesitation. In fact, that was the way I wanted to adopt since the beginning. Having put the

photograph on a low table between us he started talking. Seemingly I thought I was eventually

looking at Mr. Lamine Sherif, young, extremely dauntless and strong, either during the

Revolution or during the Independence when he became one of the fiercest opponents to his

ex-companion Lazhar Klook, or THE GREAT as he was nicknamed later. At that moment

only, he became resembling to his nearly fifty years old photograph.

Gradually, his face reenlightened, his large black eyes reglamoured, and his voice

rewarmed up excitedly, so that his hands kept accompanying his speech, exactly as I knew

him in the mountains, or as I watched him several times on foreign televisions. Step by step, it

became obvious his soul did not get old; it was highly dynamic, although physically he was

slightly tired. He started his long speech from that nearly fifty years old photograph.

*    * *

Holding that photograph, and pointing at the major Abou Al Baki Bakour, the ageing

opponent said: “Indeed we were group friends. Have a look at the supreme commander of the

Revolution’s forces, Abd Al Bakir Bakour, look how he stands at the extreme part of the

group, not amid of, according to his status and the respect and appreciation we show to him.
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At that time, all we cared about was to liberate our homeland, and see our flag fluttering high

in the air, or gain the honor of martyrdom, yet, that did not mean we had no problems

occasionally. My point is that we were so closely tightened up that, even when it comes to

Klook, I find him beyond reproach when he was a mere major, just like anyone of us nearly. I

say nearly because he was, at the same time, an auxiliary to the deceased Abd Al Baki

Bakour, the supreme commander of the Revolution’s Forces. None complained about that, we

regarded him competent for that position, like all of us, although he had faults just like the rest

of world. For example, he could not control his nerves during Ramadan because of the ban on

smoking, which made him an opponent to the idea of discussing smoking during the

Revolution, arguing that it was against the majority will. But we knew he behaved so because

he could not imagine himself giving up smoking, a habit he had been used to since he was ten

years old when he picked up cigarette butts on streets. Hence, at that time, the major Stoura,

who learnt the sixty Hizbs1 of Quran before being mature, persuaded Klook with his usual

frankness, ‘Brother Lazher !how can you ever beat a superpower that is dominating our

homeland and humiliating our people, if a mere cigarette can break you determination.’ Yet,

Lazhar, who was then still a major, roared in laughter, as he did occasionally. Before signing

the minutes in which smoking was prohibited on pain of nose mutilation, Klook, and some

others, seased the last opportunity of smoking. Klook was not one of them, in fact, no because

he smoked luxurious Cuban cigars when he became THE GREAT Leader, after the

Independence, almost all of us did so, but because, at the conclusion of the meeting, before

we scattered, it happened that I saw him devouring a cigarette in a secluded place in forest,

consequently, his long nose was supposed to be the first one mutilated as he broke the law,

however, I let him savoring his wretched cigarette. When I met him presented later, I present

him with a sweet that happened to be with me, I do not remember how. He appreciated that,

1. A « Hizb » is one of the sixty parts of Quaran into which it is devided.
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and melted it in his month, probably without knowing that I had caught him in flagrante

delicto.

To tell the truth, that was the first time I saw him infringing a decision taken by the

Revolution, and according to which many of us go their noses mutilated after having broken

it.

Among his other tiny sins that could be committed by the junior of us, I remember

the fact that he could not wait to sleep with women, which made him jeopardize his life twice

at least, just to mention the facts I am sure of. Indeed, disguised as a poor famer, he wore a

fake white beard, mounted a donkey and headed towards the brothel of Al Kaydia, the nearest

town he could get to in that time. As far as I know, that was a risk he did not take in any battle

against the occupying forces. However, I cannot underestimate his courage. On the other

hand, he was among the few married Revolution leaders, but that meant nothing for him, for

he had never seen his wife during the ten years of Revolution.’ I do not know, brother

Lamine, when this cursed Revolution will be over, so as one can sleep with a woman without

risking his life, or smoke a cigarette without fearing about his nose’.  He told me during one

of our meetings at that time. Definitely, he did not mean that the independence was not more

than a woman to sleep with in safety, or a cigarette to smoke without anxiety. That was, at the

same time, a revolution of one of his personality aspect, an aspects, an aspect to which I had

never paid great attention, certainly not because of that we scattered later. However, I am sure

that preventing him from women during the revolution, was a raison d’être, he became

estranged from the politicians who represented the Revolution abroad and disapproved of

them arguing that they were inefficient and non-serious, because, as he used to tell me, they

knew nothing but sleeping with women in five stars hotels using the Revolution funds,

whereas we hardly got some munitions to stand against the enemy’s airplanes and tanks.

Undoubtedly, he wished he could get the same chance as they did: moving from a palatial
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hotel to another one, sleeping with sweet women, smoking whatever he wanted. That was the

way he regarded the politician’s life abroad. Actually we all were unsatisfied with them, for

there were no grounds to compare the circumstances we were under with the life they were

used to. I cannot tell whether Klook had already started thinking about his future at that time.

Furthermore, it is tough to say he showed what would be seen as ambition to leadership or

something like that, because he was not eager to his point of view, and approved each point of

view he regarded righter than his, so that I can say he was easy to convince at that time, that is

why he had no enemies at that time, except the Revolution’s politicians abroad, who abhorred

him too. Yet, everything changed: when the supreme leader of the Revolution Forces had

been martyred during a mission, Abd Al Baki thought at the beginning to assign that mission

to Klook, but he eventually decided to overtake it personally. The mission was to travel

aboard for hundreds of kilometers, far from urbans, through forests and djebels, and to walk a

foot many days before reaching the nearest neighboring country’s borders. I think that Abd Al

Baki Bakour had changed his mind at last moment, considering that a man like Klook carried,

the least we can say, negative opinions on the Revolution’s Reps abroad, and not fit to get in

touch with them on a delicate subject: The Revolution needed further weapons. I should

explain, for the sake of history, that Issa Bouzou, who was, as you know in charge of

Intelligence at that time and later, insisted on Abd Al Baki Bakour to allot the mission to

someone else, either to Klook or to another man, or to allow him carrying it out personally on

his behalf, because crossing hundreds of kilometers and going each time through steep and

unsafe regions was not devoid high risk, nevertheless he did not succeed in making the

supreme leader reverse his mind.

The most interesting was that, after ten day tough walk, Abd Al Baki Bakour had

only few kilometers to cross to get to neighboring country’s frontiers when he was assaulted

by occupying forces aeroplanes, which did not spare neither him nor any member of the group
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responsible for his protection. Thus, klouk found himself climbing up to position of supreme

leader, yet that irked no one in fact except the Revolution Reps abroad, who still abhorred

him. When I say that everything changed after Abd Al Baki Bakour had been martyred, I do

not mean that the one who will became THE GREAT Leader during the independence turned

out of the blue into a different person, because the consequences of Klook’s promotion to top

position will not appear only several years later, namely, after the end of the Revolution

precisely.

Among us, Issa Bouzou was the most sorrowful of the end of Abd Al Baki Bakour.

Issa had abandoned university for the sake of the Revolution. It was him who planned Abd Al

Baki’s three-month journey, indeed he devised up the different stages, coordinated with

leaders of concerned areas about the resistance groups in charge of accompanying him along

the eastern borders-bound route. Without revealing neither the importance of the personality

they should protect nor the mission or ultimate destination. However, the happenings did not

affect his credibility, in view of his continuing insistence on the risk of the mission, especially

near to eastern borders, and on the necessity that Abd Al Baki appointed someone else.

Nevertheless, Klook, on his hand, took on his shoulders the death of the supreme leader, all

the more it was him who was supposed to accomplish it as decided at the beginning, which

meant he should have insisted more than he had done in order to avoid exposing the most

outstanding leader to a huge danger, that is why it was not easy to convince and comfort him

that lives and fates were between hands of God, and that we all were exposed to the same

destiny in every moment, and that martyrdom was the greatest honor for every one of us, and

that the supreme leader returned to his lord, and enjoyed the heaven. However, Klook was

seen crying in a secluded corner when we knew about Abd Al Baki’s death. I know it is hard

to imagine that now, but it does not change the fact he was seen crying indeed, because

thinking that it would have been him who was grinded into pieces and wiped out into
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nothingness if the supreme leader had not changed his mind strongly enguilted him. At least,

that was our explanation to his refusal of acceding to the position of supreme leader, so we

were obliged to insist on him a bit, while taking into consideration he was trusted by Abd Al

Baki, because, under such circumstances, death wields an impact over people’s options, even

though there was nothing, at the same time, that could prevent the major Lazhar Klook from

what we regarded to be his right at that time. I am not among those who read history in

retrospect. We should learn how to respect history. We should not dictator after the

Independence, alas so do some! Let us keep history to history, and present to present. I say

that the revolutionary major Lazhar Klook is a person apart, and one who ointed himself a

GREAT Leader, after the Revolution is another person apart. To tell the truth, Klook

permanently tried to trace the steps of his supreme leader during the left years of Revolution,

however, that was not easy, neither for him nor for someone else indeed. In last resort, it is

true we had made a historical mistake when we chose him, but could we be sure that Al

Manara’s history would change its track if we substituted him with someone else on that

unfortunate day!

Having left the ageing opponent’s house, while driving, I reflected on some writings

about the mission which occasioned Abd Al Baki Bakour’s death, and about the fact he was a

treason victim. At that time, some newspapers and history books too, mentioned that Abd Al

Baki Bakour was victimized by his companions, and even mentioned the name of Major

Klook, who did not mean going to the nearest brother when he disguised in a miserable

Bedouin with a fake beard mounting a donkey and long distances though the jungles, but to

contact the enemy. Lazhar Klook’s part has always been a matter of investigation indeed, for

his enemies at least. The next day, when I had came back to Mr Lamine Sharif, he resumed …
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1.6. Conclusion :

This first chapter has enabled us draw a set of results which are highly important to

our heuristic coherence. Indeed, we can state that, in a macro-connotative text, the Universe

of Discourse is shrouded into connotation. Further, the Discourse’s socio-cultural and

historical settings constitute logical premises within an inferential process. Moreover,

translating a macro-connotative text requires making more cognitive efforts, and faces the

translator with new challenges: interpretative hindrances and systemic hindrances.
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Chapter Two:

Cardinal Hindrances Encountered’
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Chapter Two: Cardinal Hindrances Encountered

2.1. Introduction

This chapter aims at figuring out suitable cognitive solutions to the understanding of

pitfalls encountered during the translation of the corpus. In the first section (2.2), we have

spotted the degrees of pitfalls, and handled them separately in two sub-sections:

Interpretation-related Hindrances (2.2.1) and systemic Hindrances (2.2.2), by rising up against

some interpretation and connotation conceptions as well as by asking series of questions. In

the second section (2.3), we have reflected on the pre-emptive models a translator should

adopt to overcome understanding pitfalls: The Interpretative Model (2.3.1) and the

Polysystem Theory (2.3.2). At the conclusion of this chapter (2.4), we have hailed the

advantages of Interpretative Model and Polysystem Theory. Further, we have drawn the

translator’s attention to the fact that the phase of “deverbalization” may be tricky and go

against the grain in terms of understanding connotative meanings.

2.2. Levels of Hindrances:

Practice in terms of Translation Studies takes on great importance; it allows a

translator to fall on various types of problems and hindrances. Besides, this is the leitmotif for

our translation and interpretation career: Always Combining Theory to practice. In this

regard, while translating our macro-connotative text, we have been faced with a set of

hindrances: Interpretation-related Hindrances and Systemic Hindrances. Indeed, we estimate

Macro-connotation elusive, and requires following an inferential-line of thought. Moreover, a

macro-connotative text is, ipso facto, convoluted and systemically intricated. Now, we are

going to analyse each type of hindrances separately.
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2.2.1. Interpretation-related Hindrances

Interpretation is a cognitive activity; it consists in understanding the Sense of a text.

Despite all her great contributions in terms of Translation Studies, Marianne Lederer (2006:

82) postulates an idea that we do not agree on. Consider the following statement:

L’interprétation est subjective comme toute activité humaine

(Marianne Lederer, 2006:82)

Interpretation is as subjective as any other human activity

(our translation).

Unlike this postulate, we estimate that the interpretative activity in terms of translation

may be objective, provided that a translator possesses the right cognitive tools. Indeed, when

faced with such as words from our corpus:

)8:ن.م(ةالتابعة جمیعھا للدول) 4:ن.م(نساءه) 2010:3،سعديإبراھیم(مات

We asked ourselves: how can we objectively grasp and understand these connotative words?

Are there any reliable cognitive items and methods that can help us with?

2.2.2. Systemic Hindrances:

While translating the corpus into English, we activated Orecchioni’s (1977, 1980,

1986) conception and classifications of connotation. However, that did not work well, our

corpus is built up of dynamic connotemes not static ones. Undoubtedly, classifying

connotemes is important on static level, but not within a macro-connotative text.

Thus, we asked these questions: how can we dynamicize Orecchioni’s

classifications?

What are the degrees of dynamic interrelationships within macro-connotation?
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2.3. Pre-emptive Tools

This section has been reflected on from a Darwinist principle, ‘Struggle for

Survival’. Indeed, we consider that every polysystem endeavours to survive, and resists

inimical systems that attempt at bringing it to its knees. For instance, a non-canonized

literature seeks to exist among canonized literature. In this regard, Even Zohar (2005: 6)

defines canonized as ‘canonized would mean those norms and works which are accepted as

legitimate by the dominant groups within the literary institution’, (Itamar Even-Zohar,

2005:6). All the same, Macro-connotation always attempts at surviving some jeopardizing

systems: hermeneutic system and static system, which prevent a translator from understanding

and conveying objectively its Supreme Goal to the target language. The following is a

diagram showing dialectic interrelationships between different systems in which a macro-

connotation moves.
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In such a darwinist atmosphere, and from a cognitive point of view, what are the pre-

emptive tools to be taken in order to protect Macro-connotation from collapse when translated

into (TL)? Are the Interpretative Model and Polysystem Theory felicitous?

Institution (canonized
Vs non-canonized)

(Acceptability/Reject)

Consumer
Approval /refusal

Producer
(Initiative
hesitation)

(Benefit/ loss)
Market

Macro-
connotation
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2.3.1. The Interpretative Model: Inimical or bona fide?

Loosely defined, the translational operation consists in understanding a text (In our

heuristic object, a literary macro-connotative text), then, in reexpressing the text into another

language (In our case, it is English). The initial cognitive phase, i.e. Understanding, is highly

convoluted. Indeed, Marianne Lederer (2005 :161) thinks that :

« La compréhension du texte, ou du discours, ne résulte pas seulement de ce qui est

explicitement énoncé, mais également d’un savoir partagé avec le lecteur, ou l’auditeur, et du

bagage cognitif de celui-ci. Ce sont ces compléments cognitifs qui permettent au destinataire

de bien saisir ce dont il est question, la cohérence et la logique des évènements, etc. Et cela

est vrai que l’on s’intéresse à un texte pragmatique ou à un texte littéraire »

(Marianne Lederer, 2006 :161).

Understanding a text or a discourse is not a result of only what is explicitly uttered, but also a

result of shared knowledge with the reader or hearer, as well as of cognitive background of

this batter Indeed, these cognitive complements enable the receiver well grasp the point,

coherence and logic of events, and so forth. This goes both for pragmatic text as well as for

literary text.

(Our translation).

Based on the above quotation, it turns out that, in order to understand a text or a

discourse, a translator or interpreter should, in addition to linguistic background, have

recourse to encyclopedic and documentary knowledge. However, we argue that cognitive

complements, i. e. cognitive background and cognitive context, do not only enable understand

coherence and logic of events within a text, they also help by far discern connotative meaning

within a macro-connotative system (we will examine this idea with more details later). For the

moment, we estimate ourselves appropriate to define the term cognitivism and some of its
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Collocational Range, so as we will be able to understand how cognitive complements

intervene in outlining contours of connotative meanings.

Collins (2009) proposes an e technical collocational range of central term cognitive:

Cognitive means relating to the mental process involved in knowing, learning, and

understanding things.

[TECHNICAL] [FORMAL].

As children grow older, their cognitive processes become sharper. (Collins, 2009).

Cognition is the mental process involved in knowing, learning, and understanding things.

[FORMAL]

…processes of perception and cognition (ibid).

Cognizance is knowledge or understanding.

…the teacher’s developing cognizance of the child’s intellectual activity (idem)

Cognizant if someone is cognizant of something, they are aware of it or understand it.

[FORMAL]

We are cognizant of the problem. (ibid)

All the same, Patrick Bacry (2002: 331) sets forward:

Cognitif, ive adj, (du lat. cognitus, de cognoscere « connaitre ». Se dit de processus par

lesquels un être humain acquiert des informations sur l’environnement.

(Patrick Bacry, 2002: 331).

Notice how the aforementioned atomestic dictionary definitions mark confluence in

conceiving cognition as a mental process involved in many activities such as knowing,

learning, and understanding. Further, based on our own experience, we consider cognition as

a cognitive process made up of range of translations related to mental representations.
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Cognitive complements in Eyes of Marianne Lederer

Marianne Lederer ( 2006) postulates that cognitive elements are a set of relevant

elements, which are notional and emotional, and which combine with linguistic meanings of

texts and discourses, in order to build up the Sense. Moreover, she distinguishes between two

cognitive complements : cognitive background and cognitive context. Indeed, she loosely

defines cognitive background as : « le bagage cognitif, connaissances linguistiques et extra-

linguistiques emmagasinées à plus ou moins long terme dans la mémoire » (ibid :29)

The cognitive background stands for linguistic and extra-linguistic knowledge stored for more

or less long-term into memory.

(Our translation)

All the same, she defines the cognitive context as:

“le contexte cognitif est constitué par les connaissances acquises à la lecture du

texte, conserves en mémoire à court terme et servant à l’interprétation des segments de texte

suivants” (op.cit).

‘ The cognitive context is made up of knowledge grained through the reading of the text,

memorised in short term, and used in interpretation of next textual stretches’

(Our translation)

As a conclusion, we can say that the cognitive background includes the translator’s

or interpreter’s encyclopedic knowledge: theories, general culture, knowledge, grained from

previous reading, ect., as well as affective components such as emotions, experiences,

souvenirs, etc.

Furthermore, the cognitive context is a latent savoir which is built up gradually as we

read a text, and which contributes in understanding of successive oral or written stretches of

language.
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In order to make a translator better understand how cognitive complements help

grasp connotemes, we estimate appropriate to introduce a psychological setting within

cognitive complements, which is the emotional or affective setting.

Collins (2009) concieves emotional aspects as follows:

Emotion: is a feeling such as happiness, love, fear, anger, or hatred, which can be

caused by the situation that you are in or the people you are with.

E.g. Happiness was an emotion that Reynolds was having to relearn.

E.g. Her voice trembled with emotion.

Emotion is the part of a person’s character that consists of their feelings, as opposed

to their thoughts.

E.g. the split between raison and emotion (Collins, 2009).

Further, Patrick Bacry (2002:23-24) defines the affective world as followes:

Affectif, ive adj. Qui relève des affects, de la sensibilité, des sentiments en général :

Rédaction affective (syn. Emotionnel).

Affectivité n.f. PSYCHOL. Ensemble des phénomènes affectifs, comme les émotions,

les sentiments, les passions, ect. (syn. Sensibilité). (Patrick Bacry, 2002 :23-24).

Djoubrane Messaoud (2005 : 591) defines emotion in following words:

". عاطفُة الحبَّ، عاطفُة البْغِض: " شعور وإحساس. 2. م عاطف. 1. ج عواطف. عاطفة

)2005:591جبران مسعود (.قرابٌة. 4. َشَفَقٌة. 3

He adds (op. cit) :

.ص. ("إنساٌن عاطفيٌّ: "حّساٌس. 2". لقاٌء عاطفيٌّ: "منسوب إلى العاطفة. 1. عاِطِفيٌّ

)ن
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According to Piaget (1947), we cannot dissociate affective life from cognitive life.

This is to say that they are mentally interconnected; their merger allows present translators or

interpreters with a Sense to a text or a discourse.

Cognitive complements in favour of Translation:

Today’s mainstream in Translation Studies emphasizes the significance of cognitive

settings within the translational process. Indeed, many disciplines (e.g. cognitive psychology,

connexionisme, neurosciences) conceive translation as an epitome of cognitive phenomena

such as understanding, analysis, inference mechanisms, extrapolation, etc. Now, we are

verifying the relevance of cognitive complements (i.e. cognitive background and cognitive

context) on two scales:

- Cognitive context as a mechanism for ensuring Cohesion of the target-text.

- Cognitive background & Cognitive context as mechanisms for discerning connotative

meanings of the (ST). Hence, one automatically realizes that, when translating,

cohesion in target-text is ensured only by one complement, i.e cognitive context,

whereas, grasping connotative meanings of the source-text requires activating two

complements, i.e Cognitive background and Cognitive context.

Cognitive context in favour of target-text Cohesion:

In order to highlight this postulate, we are going to adopt an atomistic approach,

namely, spotting the entire occurrences in which target-text cohesion has been ensured by

activating the Cognitive Context. Let us begin our cognitive journey throughout the corpus:
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Target passages Source-passages

Furthermore, THE GREAT )2010:3،سعديإبراھیم(ھأّنإلى جانِب 

THE GREAT had been undergoing

treatment

.)ن.ص(حیُث كاَن ُیعاِلُج

They  refused to discuss THE

GREAT’s condition

).4: ن.م(عالَموُضوكانوا َیرفُضوَن الَخوَض في 

Because that could mean his illness was

not lethal.

).5: ن.م(األعظُمأنَّ الّداء الّذي كان ُیعاني منھ 

Indeed, the country’s sky was covered

by

).ن.ص(ھاسماَءفكانت تغلِّ

Why then Al Manara was in (م.ن: 6). لماذا ذلك الشُّعور بأّنھا

Is that because THE GREAT was the

only president Al Manara has known

(ص.ن). َغیَرُه لم تعرِف البالُد ألّنھا ھل ذلك

Abd Al Ghafour imparted to the

people the death of his father

).ن.ص(للشَّعِب موت أبیِھینعي

Abd Al Ghafour announced one-year

bereavement to the memory of his

father

).ن.ص(أعلن الِحداَد على والدِهھكلمتفي

it was tough for Abd Al Ghafour ).ن.ص(َیبُدَوكان من الّصعِب أْن 

Abd Al Ghafour will have to wait for

many years.

).ن.ص(سیحتاجھاسنوات عدیدة 

The mosque overlooks his empty

marble sepulchre.

).7:ن.م(على ضریحھ الفارغُیشرُف
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Talked only about THE GREAT’s

death

).8:ن.م(الوفاةلم تكن تتحّدُث سوى عن 

The country’s new leader saw it fit to

fly to Shenshen by helicopter.

عبر طائرة المكانارتأى الّزعیم الجدید للبالد التَّحوَُّل إلى 

).ن.ص(.مروحیٍَّة

Gazing at himself on the photograph,

the ageing opponent

)11:ن.م(إلى نفسھ في الصَّورة وھویرنو

The ageing opponent had already been

told about me

).ن.ص(عنِّي ُھحدََّثسبق وأن

One of the ageing opponent’s

companion

).ن.ص(الّتحریرّیِةھثورتصدیق

Nevertheless, he did not succeed in

making The Supreme Leader reverse

his mind

على القائد األعلى لقّواِت الّثورِةدوَن أْن ُیَوفََّق في حمل 

)17:ن.م(.تغییر رأیھ

Issa had abandoned university for the

sake of Revolution

.الذي تخّلى عن مقاعد الجامعة في سبیل الثورةالطالب

).18: ن.م(

Comment: Each of the preceding source-passages encompasses a mnemic item, which

reminds the translator of some entity afore uttered. There mnemic items are called, in

textlinguistics, anaphoric reference items, especially pronouns.

Example1:

بالّرغم من أنَّھ كاَن غارًقا في الغیبوبة منُذ  شھوٍر وُمصاًبا بمرٍض . أجل، ماَت في األخیِر. ماَتاألعظُم

لقد خرج دائًما . یقاُل إّنُھ ال َیرحُم وكبیَر السِّنِّ، إّال أنَّ النَّاَس ظّلوا  یتوّقعون  شفاَءُه أكثر من مفارقتِھ الحیاَة

ھأّنان یترّدد في كلِّ مرٍَّة بأنَّ نھایتھ أصبحت وشیكًة إلى جانِب معافى من أمراٍض تخّللت خریف عمره، ك

.)3:ن.م(
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is an anaphoric reference item, it refers back to :ھـ ألعظم  ا . This is to say that ھـ reminds us of

an entity which has been, in source-text, mentioned before four lines. We have translated into

HE GREAT on basis of cognitive context.

Example2:

ھي خیر  لم َیَضع قَدمیِھ وال مرًَّة في ِسجِن "شنشن" السِّري حیُث یقاُل إنَّ الموت، مھما بلغت من البشاعِة

ما یمكن أن یصیب من ُیَزجُّ بھ ھناك ربحا للوقت ورّبما فقط لضمان سّریة الّزیارة، ارتأى الزعیم الجدید 

(8 ن: للبالد الّتحول إلى المكان.(م.

المكان : is a mnemic item which refers back to ,شنشن we have translated it through repetition

of the element it stands for, Shenshen, and this through the activation of cognitive context: on

encountering the word المكان  , we have looked at the surrounding text for its referent, and

relied on knowledge we have capitalized through the reading of the previous paragraph.

Conclusion:

We estimate cognitive context felicitous to target-text cohesion, for it enables the

translator or interpreter understanding the mnemic items, and translate them according to

target language sui generis.

Cognitive context & Cognitive background felicitous to connotative meanings:

The author, Ibrahim Sadi, did not write his novel from nothingness, or just by

chance, he wrote it on a basis of a socio-cultural and even historical context. However,

Ibrahim Sadi saw it fit to communicate that context connotatively. Indeed, on reading his

work, we have realized that the connotative meaning hold dynamic intersystemic nexuses

within a macro-system, in contrast to static connotative meanings, i.e. taxonomy of

connotation types, (this idea will be largely examined in the next section when applying

Itamar Evan Zohar Polysystem Theory on our literary corpus). Now, we will see how

cognitive background & cognitive context help a translator discern connotative meanings.
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As soon as the translator takes a look at the cover of the novel, his attention is

immedialtely drawn by an icon symbolizing a heavily ornamented chair, thus, his cognitive

background is automatically activated, and presents him with a range of connotative meanings

such as “ power”, “authority”; “ wealth”. In second time, intervenes the cognitive context,

notice the following utterance:

)19:ن.م(حّتى نمسح الّتاریخدكتاتورال یكفي تحوُُّل كلوك بعد االستقالل إلى 

Hence, interwoven, both cognitive background and cognitive context give the icon its final

connotation, « Absolute-power ».

Let us consider another example:

)3:ن.م(.األكبُر في البالد" زاھر الّنوري" كان مستشفى 

On encountering the proper noun « Zahir Al Nouri », the translator’s cognitive background

(his general culture ; ethnology) starts winding up, and provides him with an ethnic

connotation “Arabity” Another example, consider the word الجبل in the following passage :

:ن.م(. لقد التقُطَھا بدورھا في الجبل أثناء تحقیٍق صحفيٍّ بمناسبة مرور أربع سنوات على اندالع الّثورة

12(

In addition to its denotative meaning ‘a mountain’, the word encompasses a connotativeالجبل 

meaning of « Arena of resistance », which is grasped by the translator through activation of

cognitive background, the word الجبل refers historically to some civilizations who took

mountains as dwellings.

»وجعل لكم من الجبال أكنانا«

(Quran, Al Nahl :81)

Or to some societies who took montains as maquis, yet, in our passage, the connotation of

dwellingis omitted, because the cognitive context intervenes, and largely determines the

connotative meaning of الجبل  (Arena of resistance).
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)ن.ص(. كان قادة الّثورة واقفین في صفٍّ واحٍد

Figure out this last example:

)10:ن.م(.وھو یرى القائَد خارًجا من القبٍر

In Arabo-islamic culture (cognitive background), the  word القبر connotes “ loneliness”,

“suffering”, and these two connotative meanings are enhanced by cognitive context, e.g.

)9:ن.م(.یكْن ُیسمُع أيُّ شيٍء ِسوى وقُع خطواتھملم 

As a conclusion, we find ourselves appropriate to argue that the Interpretative Model

is bona fide to translation. Indeed, the cognitive complements, i.e cognitive background and

cognitive context contribute largely in ensuring the target-text cohesion as well as discerning

the source-text’s connotative meanings.
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2.3.2. Macro-Connotation as a literary Polysystem:

Before examining macro-connotation as a polysystem which is holding dynamic

networks of relations that can be hypothesized both intrasystemically i.e. within macro-

connotation per sei, and extrasystemically i.e. with social context, we estimate it necessary to

give some definitions of the terms literature and system.

What is literature?

For Collins (2009) literature can be defined as follows: “Novels, plays, and poetry

are referred to as literature, especially when they are considered to be good or important”.

E.g. classic works of literature.

E.g. a Professor of English literature.

E.g. It may not be great literature but it certainly had me riveted!

E.g. The book explorers the connection between American ethnic and regional literatures.

“The literature on a particular subject of study is all the books and articles that have

been published about it”.

(Collins, 2009).

Here is Patrick Bacry’s (2002:922) conception of literature: Littérature: n.f (lat.

Litteratura “écriture” puis “erudition”).1. Ensemble des ouvres écrites auxquelles on

reconnait une finalité esthétique. La littérature francophone du XXe siècle. 2. Activité, métier

de l’écrivain, de l’homme de lettres. 3. Bibliographie d’une question: faire le recensement de

toute la littérature existant sur un sujet. (Patrick Bacry, 2002: 922).

Based on the aforementioned definitions, we can draw the following results:

- Literature is a written work.

- Literature encompasses several genres.

- Literature refers to important writings (canonized literature).
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- Literature is aesthetic-bound.

- Literature is universal, it includes many cultures.

- Literature is a job.

A historical snapshot of literature:

In antiquity, literature was seen as an art of scribing letters. During the seventeenth

century, literature stood for culture and knowledge of intellectuals. Nowadays, literature

refers to a nation’s production of various writings (e.g. poetry, novels, etc). Further, very

recently, literature has been conceived as an autonomous activity embodied in a piece of

writing. The early civilizations, ignoring handwriting, they conveyed their emotional and

cultural heritage orally. Literature has succeeded in preserving some of its magico-religious

roots especially incantation. Moreover, some distinguish between canonized and non-

canonized literature, i.e. high literature and popular literature. Be that as it may, literature is

seemingly a meeting place for   various cultural arenas.

Definitions of some literary genres:

For, Patrick Bacry (2002), poetery is the art of combining sounds and rythms in order

to suggest feelings and emotions .Moreover, he sees tales as a fairly long story recounting

imaginary adventures. According to him, a tale is one of most ancient forms of oral popular

literature.

A novel, for him, is a prose story, which is fairly long in general. It recounts a series of

adventures, studies ethics and moods, and analyses feelings and passions. Furthermore, it

describes the reality, objectively or subjectively.

What is a system?

Collins (2009) conceives a system as: a way of working, organizing, or doing something

which follows a fixed plan or set of rules. You can use system to refer to an organization or

institution that is organized in this way.
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E.g. a flexibale and relatively efficient filling system.

E.g. a multi-party system of government.

(Collins, 2009).

Yet, Patrick Bacry (2002 : 1527-1528), gives an atomistic definition of the term

System in the following words: Système n.m. (gr. Sustêma “assemblage”).1. Ensemble

ordonné d’idées scientifiques ou philosophiques :

Système newtonien. Système philosophique (sym. Doctrine, théorie). 2. Combinaison

d’éléments réunis de façon à former un ensemble autour d'un centre :

Système solaire, moléculaire. Théorie des systèmes, théorie générale et interdisciplinaire qui

étudie les systèmes en tant qu’ensemble d’éléments, matériels ou nom, en relation les uns

avec les autres et formant un tout.

(Patrick Bacry, 1527-1528)

Thus, we can draw the following results:

- A system is a plan.

- A system is deliberate, organized, not chaotic.

- A system abides by a range of rules.

- A system runs towards a Purpose.

- A system means networks of relations between different elements.

Dynamicize Not Staticize

The biggest mistake a translator may commit when translating a macro-connotative

text, is to consider the phenomenon of connotation as a static system, namely, there are no

logico-inferential nexuses between the different types of connotation, and thus no supreme

Goal. To explain this idea, we will handle the connotative phenomenon in our corpus from a

double point of view: first statically, then dynamically.
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The Static Approach

Consider the following examples:

).  6: 2010إبراھیم، سعدي، (سوداوینكان یحمُل نّظارتین 

Comment:

Dark glasses connote bereavement. Indeed, many cultural spheres  regard dark colour as a

sign of mourning, sadness and even bad omen.

). 14: ن.م(سمائھایرفرف في علمناورؤیة أرضنالتحریر 

Comment :

The words أرضنا، علمنا، سمائھا carry an affective or emotional connotative meaning, i.e.

theyexpres the Revolution Leaders’ attachment to their home land.

). 15: ن.م(البائسةتركتھ یستلذ بتدخین لفافتھ 

Comment

The word البائسة carries a value connotation, i.e. disapproval.

)16: ن.م(.ماخور). 11: ن.م(أرنو). 3: ن.م(ال یلُجھا أحٌد ). 7: ن.م(أبیھاعن بكرة 

Comment

From a stylistic point of view, the above words are known to be superneutral words. Indeed,

they connote the academic status of the author.

)5:ن.م(تغلُِّف سماَءھا سحابة قاتمُة)  4:ن.م(المّرة أیًضا ائعاِت انتصرت ھذه إّال أنَّ الّش

Comment

There utterance are metaphoric (metaphores in absentia), they connote the swiftness of

rumours, and deep sadness.

The aforementioned examples, and many other ones, examined in this model, are said to be

statically analysed, that means they are seen as conglomerates of disparate elements, in other

words, they are registrated elements, in other words, they classified under taxonomy

categories:
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 Affective or emotional connotation

 Value connotations.

 Stylistic connotations

 Associative Connotation
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In order to understand a macro-connotative text, a translator should command two

cognitive settings: Interpretation setting and systemic setting. In his regard, the cognitive

complements i.e cognitive background and cognitive context are estimated to be felicitous.

Yet, a translator should be cautious when dealing with “deverbalization”, it is a tricky phase.

Indeed, deverbalization does not take into consideration the linguistic level, which may carry

many connotations. Consider the following syntactic stylistic device (repetition):

)8:ن.م(الّتابعة جمیعھا للّدولة ) 7: 2010، ابراھیم سعدي(الّتابعة  للّدولة 

The repetition here is deliberate, it carries a connoteme of “totalitarism”, when

translating it into English, the translator should not neglect the linguistic level. Furthermore,

polysytem theory enables the translator to understand the flow of connotemes within the text,

their inferential-logic as well as their external intersystemic relationship.
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 General Conclusion :

At the end of our heuristic journey devoted to phenomenon of connotation in terms

of Translation Studies, we find ourselves entitled to argue that it is high time and sine qua non

for Translation scholars to reconsider connotation from a bi-scoped perspective and get over

superannuated conceptions. Indeed, we estimate that the Translation theorists should stop

conceiving and examining the phenomenon of connotation on a micro- static level that

restricts Connotation Studies to words and expressions, and that throws scholars into the

illusion that the connotation’ primary aim consists in enriching the text semantically, making

interpretative efforts and creating aesthetic effects. The bi-scoped perspective we are

proposing consists, first, in reexamining connotation on macro-level, i.e. the text as macro-

system, that is because, as it has turned out from our research, a text itself may be connotative,

and thus, in our case, we should be talking about Macro- Connotation. Indeed, a macro-

connotative text may be seen as a Polysystem, e.g.  iconic sub-system, implicit sub-system,

associative sub-system, etc. Moreover,  within a macro-connotative text, the sub-systems are

not in hibernation, meaning static, on the contrary they are holding dynamic interrelationships

that enable the different connotative meanings to flow from one sub-system to another safely.

Further, this dynamism allows the sub-systems to fulfill the macro-connotation’ Supreme

Goal, and hence, secondly, we draw the attention of translators to a fact that a macro-

connotative text is, ipso facto, running in a dynamic way towards a Supreme Goal consisting

in discerning the Universe of Discourse, the Vouloir-dire of the text as well as the another’s

IQ. Indeed, in our corpus, the connotated elements of discourse are the geographical area and

historical era in which the events are taking place. In order to grasp the Connotated Universe

of Discourse, the translator should handle connotation like a logico-inferential process: each

connotative meaning constitutes a premise that combines with a next connoteme (another

premise) and so forth, the set of connotemes lead to a general conclusion, generating new
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knowledge. For instance, in our corpus, the connotativization allows us to determine the

temporal localization as well as the spatial localization: the corpus’ events are taking place in

Algeria since 1954 till nowadays.

However, one may argue why is it important to consider connotation as an inferential

process? The answer is that connotativization starts up in the translators’ mind a connexionist

mechanism that will enable him to sort out his cognitive background according to the

Universe of Discourse being handled. In other words, a translator should consider three

systemic levels when dealing with Macro-Connotation: how the different connotemes flow

from one connotative sub-system to another one, in order to make sure the macro-connotative

system is safe  and sound, the translator then  moves to the second systemic level: he should

put the connotemes into an inferential logic so as to grasp the Universe of discourse, in our

corpus :Algeria from 1954 till now, the Vouloir dire of the text: Warning against dictatorship,

and the Anthor’s IQ: Ibrahim Sadi has succeeded in having his text published without

stirring up the discontent of  Algerian political system, or the disapproval of Mujahidin

community. At the third level, which is called Macro-connotation’s external

interrelationships, a translator should examine the TL’s cultural and political systems, in order

to ensure the survival of the source macro-connotative text within the TL’s systems.
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